With Intel you can activate mature and agile hybrid, multi-cloud or intelligent edge strategies.

As cloud migration continues to develop enterprise-wide, the landscape of cloud service environments is becoming more complex. Synchronized business and technology strategies driven by industry best practices can optimize the agility, cost-efficiency and other benefits available from cloud-first operations. Organizations need to improve efficiency and make service levels more predictable, while enabling faster innovation and better-supported business decisions.

It’s now more critical than ever for technology to deliver business value as organizations look to scale, drive down costs and deliver new services. Instead of customizing systems for new applications, which adds complexity, enterprises can achieve the performance needed to meet a wide variety of deployments — both today and in the future — with a scalable platform.

Accelerate your cloud with Intel technologies

4th Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors have the most built-in accelerators of any CPU on the market to deliver performance and power efficiency advantages across the fastest-growing cloud workloads, including AI, analytics, networking, storage and HPC. With all-new Intel Advanced Matrix Extensions (Intel AMX), 4th Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors have exceptional AI training and inference performance. Other seamlessly integrated accelerators speed up data movement and compression for faster networking, boost query throughput for more responsive analytics and offload scheduling and queue management to dynamically balance loads across multiple cores in cloud platforms. To enable new built-in accelerator features within a hyper-scaled environment, Intel supports the ecosystem with all of the most common cloud APIs, libraries and OS-level software.

With built-in accelerators and software optimizations, previous-generation Intel Xeon Scalable processors have been shown to deliver leading performance per watt on targeted real-world cloud workloads. This results in more efficient CPU utilization, lower cloud electricity consumption and higher services ROI, while helping businesses achieve their sustainability goals.

PERFORMANCE PROOFPOINT

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UP TO 2.5X</strong></td>
<td><strong>HIGHER THROUGHPUT (RPS)</strong></td>
<td><strong>UP TO LOWER P99 LATENCY</strong></td>
<td><strong>UP TO LOWER CPU UTILIZATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>on 4th Gen Intel Xeon Platinum 8480+ processors with two Intel QAT devices compared to solution with no acceleration</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sharing data among third parties is often made difficult or impossible because of privacy, regulatory or intellectual property considerations. Overcoming those obstacles provides potential benefits such as enabling research or training AI models with massive distributed datasets, taking advantage of cloud cost, scalability and agility benefits.

**The Answer:**
Confidential computing powered by 4th Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors improves the isolation of data by enabling only trusted code to access it, within hardware-protected memory enclaves. These privacy protections enable innovation around regulated workloads in hyper-scaled platforms and other distributed networks.

**Key Cloud Workloads**

**Confidential Computing**

Organizations are focusing on rigorous security, identity and compliance management as part of their zero-trust security strategies. Confidential computing improves the isolation of sensitive data with hardware-based memory protections. The confidential computing market is projected to grow at a CAGR of 90%-95% to reach $54 billion in 2026.

**The Need:**
Sharing data among third parties is often made difficult or impossible because of privacy, regulatory or intellectual property considerations. Overcoming those obstacles provides potential benefits such as enabling research or training AI models with massive distributed datasets, taking advantage of cloud cost, scalability and agility benefits.

**The Answer:**
Confidential computing powered by 4th Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors improves the isolation of data by enabling only trusted code to access it, within hardware-protected memory enclaves. These privacy protections enable innovation around regulated workloads in hyper-scaled platforms and other distributed networks.

- **Intel® Software Guard Extensions (Intel® SGX)** is the most researched, updated and deployed confidential computing technology in data centers on the market today, with the smallest trust boundary of any confidential computing technology in the data center. Confidential computing improves the isolation of sensitive data with hardware-based memory protections.
- **Intel® Trust Domain Extensions (Intel® TDX)** helps protect access to data within a virtual machine (VM) with just a few clicks, allowing it to be accessed only by software within that VM.
Microservices

Microservices adoption continues to be a major contributor to transformation within development organizations, especially for hyper-scaled platforms and intelligent edge environments. A recent study conducted by Intel revealed that more than 83% of all new cloud-native applications, along with Software as a Service (SaaS) solutions, are using microservices.6

THE NEED:
Businesses need to operate seamlessly across multi-cloud environments, securing their apps and working faster and better at scale. Cloud hardware and software must be optimized for throughput to support key microservices challenges such as quality of service, infrastructure overhead and observability.

PERFORMANCE PROOFPOINT

THE ANSWER:
Accelerators built into 4th Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors speed up data movement through and within cloud platforms, safeguarding operational targets for quality of service, infrastructure overhead and data/process observability. They help ensure fast spin-up and shut-down of cloud business services, hardware-assisted queueing to help load-balance millions of incoming operational requests and high-speed distributed network communications.

• Intel Data Streaming Accelerator (Intel DSA) drives high performance for storage, networking and data-intensive workloads by improving streaming data movement and transformation operations. Designed to offload the most common data movement tasks that cause overhead in data center-scale deployments, Intel DSA helps speed up data movement across the CPU, memory and caches, as well as all attached memory, storage and network devices.

• Intel Dynamic Load Balancer (Intel DLB) improves the system performance related to handling network data on multi-core Intel Xeon Scalable processors. Intel DLB enables the efficient distribution of network processing across multiple CPU cores/threads and dynamically distributes network data across multiple CPU cores for processing as the system load varies. Intel DLB also restores the order of networking data packets processed simultaneously on CPU cores.

PERFORMANCE PROOFPOINT

UP TO HIGHER 1.88X THROUGHPUT with 4th Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors versus prior generation on DeathStarBench — social network microservices workload (read home timeline) with 100ms SLA7

UP TO LOWER 96% LATENCY at the same throughput (RPS) with 4th Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors and Intel DLB versus software for Istio ingress gateway working on six cores (12 threads)8
Intel Advanced Matrix Extensions (Intel AMX) accelerates AI capabilities on 4th Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors, speeding up training and inference without additional hardware. This accelerator is ideal for workloads such as natural language processing, recommendation systems and image recognition.

Intel Advanced Vector Extensions 512 (Intel AVX-512) accelerates performance for intensive workloads. It is the latest x86 vector instruction set, with up to two fused multiply-add (FMA) units and other optimizations to accelerate performance for the most demanding computational tasks.

THE NEED:
As businesses of all types and sizes increase their use of AI and analytics, they must optimize performance and other operational outcomes with positive ROI.

THE ANSWER:
4th Gen Intel Xeon processors give businesses the ability to drive greater insight and value from their data, using AI for data-driven decision making. Financial services can make better investment and risk management decisions. Healthcare service organizations can help improve patient care, reduce medical costs through more efficient billing and pre-approvals and create more accurate predictions of post-surgery complications. Online and retail establishments will gain unique understanding and linkages into specific customers’ needs and grow revenue through better demand forecasting, proactive and personalized marketing and real-time logistics and inventory management.

THE CONVERGENCE OF AI AND ANALYTICS HELPS BUSINESSES GAIN VISIBILITY INTO THEIR DATA THAT DRIVES OPERATIONAL INSIGHTS AND DATA-DRIVEN STRATEGIC DECISION MAKING. 84% OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES BELIEVE THEY NEED TO USE AI TO ACHIEVE THEIR GROWTH OBJECTIVES BUT 76% ACKNOWLEDGE THEY ARE Struggling WITH HOW TO SCALE AI ACROSS THEIR BUSINESS AND SERVICES.

AI and advanced data analytics
Embracing the convergence of AI and analytics helps businesses gain visibility into their data that drives operational insights and data-driven strategic decision making. 84% of business executives believe they need to use AI to achieve their growth objectives but 76% acknowledge they are struggling with how to scale AI across their business and services.

THE NEED:
As businesses of all types and sizes increase their use of AI and analytics, they must optimize performance and other operational outcomes with positive ROI.

THE ANSWER:
4th Gen Intel Xeon processors give businesses the ability to drive greater insight and value from their data, using AI for data-driven decision making. Financial services can make better investment and risk management decisions. Healthcare service organizations can help improve patient care, reduce medical costs through more efficient billing and pre-approvals and create more accurate predictions of post-surgery complications. Online and retail establishments will gain unique understanding and linkages into specific customers’ needs and grow revenue through better demand forecasting, proactive and personalized marketing and real-time logistics and inventory management.

PERFORMANCE PROOFPOINT

5.7X TO 10X HIGHER PYTORCH REAL-TIME INFERENCE PERFORMANCE
3.5X TO 10X HIGHER PYTORCH TRAINING PERFORMANCE

with built-in Intel AMX (BF16) versus the prior generation (FP32)
Do more

Increase the performance of cloud services and applications hyper-scaled across many compute nodes. Leading customers, including Google, Meta, Amazon and Microsoft, recognize the value of dramatically improving time-synchronization accuracy across data centers and many have deployed distributed applications that rely on precision network time-synchronization (IEEE Std. 1588-2019 and similar). 4th Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors include Precision Time Measurement (PTM) that extends precision network time within the server from PCIe network device all the way up to the application software running on the CPU, complementing the orders-of-magnitude improvement achievable between servers.

For more information on PTM, see “Adopting Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN) for Automation Systems.”

Ease of integration with existing infrastructure

With Intel, businesses can speed up time to deployment with the largest ecosystem of partners they know and use. Hardware and software vendors and solution integrators around the world build their products on Intel Xeon Scalable processors, offering maximum choice and interoperability with the reassurance of thousands of real-world implementations.

Decades of ecosystem enablement help extend Intel’s trusted computing foundation across the hyper-scaled data center and the new edge frontier, with everything needed to build, scale and transform for operational agility. The openness of this approach fosters unbridled choice among hardware, software, cloud and service providers. Through the Intel Partner Alliance, access exclusive resources for AI, cloud, high performance computing and other solution areas to help plan, build and deliver more value to your customers.

With the most flexibility to choose different cloud services, shapes and sizes to support specific workload demands, Intel architecture scales globally, across all the major cloud providers.

SUPPORTING STAT

Get the most choice with Intel’s OVER 50,000 unique instance types, sizes and regions. 6X GREATER THAN the competition. ¹³
Leadership’s top business priorities in the digital transformation journey

Investments in digital transformation by organization leaders (tech and business alike) are expected to total $6.3 trillion between 2022 and 2024, accounting for as much as 55% of all IT spending by 2024. This business brief is part of a series that illuminates the top business priorities leaders are focused on to achieve their business success in this transformative future, and how Intel hardware, software and services, including the 4th Gen Intel Xeon processor, help achieve these priorities:

- **Cloud (this brief):** Activate strategies across hybrid, multi-cloud and the intelligent edge
- **Security:** Achieve rigorous security and contribute to your zero trust security strategy
- **AI:** Adopt data analytics and AI to drive critical outcomes
- **Redefined worker experiences:** Embrace boundaryless interactive worker experiences
- **ESG:** Foster equitable outcomes and responsibility in environment | social | governance (ESG)

Learn More
www.intel.com/xeon/scalable
www.intel.com/cloud